
Appendix 1  Moving Tameside – Key Achievements 2019-2024 

 

 
• A collaboration between TMBC Public Health, Children’s Centres, Greenspace, Arts and Events 

and Libraries, and an independent storyteller to bring Storywalks to local parks, bringing families 
of young children outdoors for interactive and fun walks through greenspace. 

• A partnership between TMBC Public Health, Children’s Services, and Manchester Bike Kitchen 
(MBK) that enabled us to provide around 100 reconditioned bikes at affordable prices via several 
pop-up sales.  The first events to take place were for cared for children.  This was in direct 
response to an ask from the Children in Care Council that children in our care wanted access to 
bikes.  Work was inspired by Tame Valley Mountain Biking Association (TVMTB) who have also 
supported the initiative and continue to play a key role in local bike related delivery.  MBK and 
TVMTB are now working in partnership with Hyde Clarendon Mall to provide a regular presence 
on the high street.  Further initiatives to engage individuals to get involved in skills building 
around bike maintenance and ride leading are happening, including children from White Bridge 
College in collaboration with TVMTB. 

• The creation of a walking trail on Sunny Bank Vale (Former Landfill site), in partnership with 
TMBC Public Health, Engineers, Greenside Primary School, Friends of Sunny Bank Vale, 
Manchester and District Orienteering Group, Greenside Children’s Centre and Health Visiting 
Team and Action Together. 

• Partnership work between TMBC Public Health, Tameside Hospital, Cycling UK, Tameside 
Women’s Community Cycling Club and Big Local to offer women’s cycling sessions around 
Chadwick Dam, offered to female hospital staff and female residents of Ridge Hill.   

• A partnership between TMBC Public Health, Policy, Big Local, Fit for Life CIC, Cycling UK, and 
Suez Recycling to test a Cycling Without Age virtual cycling initiative in sheltered 
accommodation, leading to a successful bid for a Trishaw through Fit for Life CIC for more ‘real 
life’ cycling for older people. 

• A partnership between TMBC Public Health, Engineers, TfGM, Mosodi, School Sports 
Partnership, Silver Springs School, and Inspire Academy to run Jingle Jogs and mass 
participation events for school running in Chadwick Dam, and bike servicing events to support 
active travel. 

• A collaboration with TMBC Public Health, Design and Print, Mossley Parish Council and Mossley 
Town Team to create resources for local walking trails. 

• The creation of audio trails in collaboration with TMBC Public Health, Employment and Skills, 
TfGM, Ashton Sixth Form College, Silver Springs, Inspire Academy, and St George’s Chatty 
Cafe to help activate local greenspaces. 

• A collaboration between TMBC Public Health, Employment and Skills, TfGM and Tameside 
College staff and students for an Arts Award creative piece to encourage usage of stairs in their 
building. 

• The creation of several self-led walking/greenspace exploring resources for children and 
families.  

• Positive collaboration between TBMC Public Health, Employment and Skills and Ingeus to 
provide drop-in sessions for staff to understand the importance of movement, and video 
resources for leading conversations on physical activity with clients. 

• Work with approximately 15 local SMEs (Amann, Findel, Tibard, Stamford group, Willow Wood) 
to recognise links between active workplaces, active travel, and promoting positive policies and 
practices for staff wellbeing. 

• The delivery of several That Counts! campaign activities at the start of the LDP programme 
including a TMBC and Tameside Hospital campaign and the resources and materials are still in 
use. 

• Partnership with TfGM to secure two bikes for young people not in employment, education or 
training to access work/interviews (initiative still to launch) and further funding for these young 
people to access bikes through MBK to keep. 

• Partnership with TMBC, Jigsaw, Active Tameside, British Triathlon, Fit for Life CIC, Community 
Safety and GMP to test and learn Play Streets Events.   

• Collaboration between TMBC Public Health and Markets to Support a member of the public to 
deliver a Photography exhibition showcasing older people being active to challenge perceptions 
around age and movement. 


